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www.animalario.tv

(press the Japanese anus and come in)

A place where animals have ceased being animals! A site dedicated to the culture of recycling
and appropriationism!
The website animalario.tv is an experimental melting-pot of audiovisual works related to
artistic appropriation, mockumentaries, cinema essays, cannibal and pirate art…a space of
reflection and fun that promotes cultural exchange, seeks to create a new community of likeminded people, and to offer an exciting chance for collaboration with other artists, theorists,
musicians, and anyone interested in the subject. Animalario.tv will screen experimental visions
and projects that reinterpret the creative subject in the context of the internet.
www.animalario.tv, confront the popular fact in Spanish cuisine that “everything can be used
from the pig”- from the snout to the tail, together with the modus operandi of numerous
creative people working with inter-textuality, appropriation, re-elaboration and the free
circulation of information on the internet. This subject is currently culturally explosive Creative Commons, internet public archives, etc.
Do you feel a fatal attraction for ham and “cultural cybermortadellas”?
If so, then take part in the competition “Y un jamón”. Send to us at:
yunjamon@animalario.tv your links (youtube, dailymotion …) or your net.art works and
videos related to the theme of: “Creative Banditry, Culture of cut ups, Remix, Contradiction,
Freshness, Illegal Art, Popular Art…” It’s your interpretation and manipulations of pre-existing
ideas and material that we want to see, or even your own creations and unusual visions!
(or if you prefer via snail-mail, let us know!).
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The deadline is January 17 2009, St. Anton’s day. The most nutritious will win a “Spanish
ham”.
Furthermore, we offer our web page as a showcase for your proposals and projects through
“PorcoArchive”, a platform of collaborative resources and appropriationism which is always on
the move. We have room for your audiovisual treasures, cyber-piracy, those suggestive
moments that move you…“PorcoArchive” is divided into sections to which you can mail us:

"Vídeo": video@animalario.tv
"Audio": audio@animalario.tv
"Imagen": imagen@animalario.tv
"Biblioteca": biblioteca@animalario.tv
"Links": links@animalario.tv

We look forward to seeing your treasures: websites, fakes, urban legends, science fiction,
criptozoology, hoaxes. All those signs of the collective unconscious that travel fast mouth to
mouth, incite debate and creativity and cheer up our lives.

